
Defining the Pyramid Light Engine:

We work here with elements such as Cold, Heat, Water/hydrogen and 
Oxygen/oxygen gas. We take a four-armed square with at the end of each leg a 
magnet each 10 degrees round/wide and each magnet triggers an element when it 
passes. On each of the four arms is a laser light. One that would be easily visible 
when projected on the Moon. Each of the four has its own specific color such as 
red, blue, green and yellow (which reflects in a mirror). It is placed in a round tank 
of about one square meter, which is constructed of 36 big magnets who all have a 
special form and degree (only Johan knows), each 10 degrees wide to make a 360 
degrees circle. So we work here with a rotating table which diameter does not 
have to be any bigger then one meter and that can also be adjusted in every 
conceivable way. On each rod of the four-armed arm is a spring and because of 
the spinner forces those magnets to the other outer magnetic ring in order to 
touch the equal poles. Every time after the passing of one of the magnets the pole 
must be converted. This because only four of the 36 magnets have to be equally 
poled who again attract the other 32 of the four-armed magnets to therefore also 
make sure that the released elements are detained until the next arm has arrived 
again etc. This all should therefore be step less variable controlled (do you still 
understand?).

The outer edge should be able to rotate leftwards and the inner arm rightwards, 
independently of each other. The rotations of the square inner arm must spin so 
rapidly until they could touch each other. The outer edge should just be able to 
make a lot of rotations so we can build a lot of friction. At the seam, where the 36 
magnets are standing against each other, four nozzles should end up that each 
evaporate into the tank. The four nozzles are as follows; The upper nozzle is cold, 
below that is water, air and at the bottom is heat. Than four rods with which each 
arm of the four-armed magnet is connected and end up at an open connection 
that can carry something (only Johan knows). All 36 magnets are connected who 
also end up with the supporting area and between the four rods with each 9 ends 
so you can distribute them (more details will follow later). 

In cooperation with various Universities, under the supervision of NASA, filmed by 
National Geographic and/or Discovery, four Pyramid Light Engines should be built. 
Who are then statistically stationed at the North Pacific Ocean in the run up to the 
Solar Eclipse on date 20/05/2012. Then the Pyramid Light Engine will be deployed 
at 20/05/2012. Because then the natural defense system (immune system) of 
Mother Earth and the Cosmos will go into effect!

I hope I have somewhat made myself clear enough with this short instruction. 
Because I do not know if some one understands “What and Why” it is to happen 
that will take place on 20/05/2012 if no vast action is taken! Because Mother 
Nature together with her Solar System, Galaxy and Hunab K'u
is just busy with a natural defense (for the globe doctor it is so obvious). She is 
defending herself against the plundering of her guests (humanity) check: 
http://www.mayan2012prophecy.org
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